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Perennial gardening can be easy, fun and rewarding, especially when you have this beautifully

illustrated guide at your fingertips. With detailed accounts of 92 different perennials, along with

information on 569 recommended varieties and cultivars perfect for Illinois gardens, this book takes

the guesswork out of perennial gardening. The authors share their commonsense and practical

advice to help you transform any patch of ground into a spectacular garden you can enjoy year after

year:* Flower and foliage colors* Height and spread ranges* Blooming periods* How and when to

start your plants* Planting strategies* Light, water and nutrient needs* Choosing perennials for any

location--wet or dry, clay or sandy, sunny or shady* Over 450 color photographs.
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Aldrich well knows the importance of a local focus to gardeners. --Chicago Tribune

WILLIAM ALDRICH has written about gardening since 1980, mostly for the Chicago Tribune. He is

an award-winning author and a past president of the Garden Writers Association. A lifelong resident

of the Chicago area, he founded Chicagoland Gardening Magazine in 1995 and remains its

publisher.DON WILLIAMSON, the author or coauthor of more than a dozen popular gardening

guides, has a degree in horticultural technology and professional certificates in turf management.

He has extensive experience designing and constructing both perennial and annual beds in formal



landscape settings.

Great book which is a reference I use frequently as I try to replace parts of my landscape or fill in

others. The info is helpful and easy to find. The pictures, too are helpful.I contains all the info I want

to know about a plant. If I get curious about some aspect of a plant that I see in this book, I just

google it. I like having a reference book like this rather than having to get all plant info online. This

also provides that old need to browse a book once in a while. It's format is paperback and is not an

elegant looking book, but its contents more than make up for that.

Highly recommend this author! His books are full of pictures, charts and graphs that are EASY to

follow for your climate. Very informative, and I have all his gardening books. Makes gardening that

much more enjoyable to take the guess work out of it all, with a books specifically written for my

area. LOVE this author!

great book describing grow zones, soil and sun conditions and how to propagate. All on a concise

format.

Purchased to use as a reference when landscaping my lot in Illinois. Very helpful, lots of good

information.

Very easy to ready, lots of information!!!

I also borrowed this book from my daughter. Not only did I hate to give it back but knew I had to

have my own copy. This has helped me identify flowers that I had, or given or bought that did't have

tags. It's great to know that the flowers that I buy and the time to plant will grow and flourish. Love

everything about this book!

GREAT BOOK AND FAST SHIPPER

This was a gift for a gardener as we like the book so well.
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